LEARNING INTENTIONS: Week 9 (14th-18th of September)
Literacy:

Reading- We are learning to revise reading strategies.
Writing- We are learning to write an Information
report.
Spelling- We are learning about /air/ words
Grammar- We are learning about pronouns.

Maths:

Number- We are learning about multiplication
Applied-We are learning about chance

ICONS:
If an activity has this symbol, that it is the only piece of
work that must be uploaded at the end of that day.
Zoom meetings will be held on Monday and Friday
mornings, an instruction email will be sent to parents.
Students use their prodigy codes to log on and complete
maths tasks.

Students log in and read a book from their level.

Students will be using https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/
Username: lyndhurst
Password: lyndhurst
Specialist Matrices: Please check Seesaw for activities

Session 5 each day is OPTIONAL

There are a range of resources that students are able to use. These include: Just Dance, Go Noodle, Cosmic Yoga for Kids and ABC ME.
ABC is currently broadcasting a range of educational programs including, art and craft, science, maths and history. It is a fantastic
resource, but once again it is optional.
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Session 1
Literacy
Assembly
9:30am
Zoom Meeting
10:00am

Reading
Text: Echidna
Information Report
Activity:
Read the information
report on Echidnas.
Seesaw Activity‘Reading-Echidna
Information report’.
Underline any interesting
words (vocabulary) with a
red pencil.
Underline 5 of the most
important facts about
Echidnas in green pencil.

Session 2
Literacy
Writing
Information Report
Use your information
planner to write the diet
and conclusion
paragraphs (3-4
sentences) on your
chosen animal.
After you have written
your paragraph on
habitat, edit your
writing using the editing
pencil!
Remember, if you are
presenting your project
as a video, you need diet
and conclusion
paragraphs. This is
adding to your
description and end of
your animal report in
your video script!
Upload your project,
whether it be written or
a video to the Seesaw
activity, ‘Australian
Animal Project - Good
Copy’.!
Well done!

Session 3
Maths
Maths
Multiplication
Launch: watch the video
“How to use
multiplication arrays”

Activity: Complete the
activity on Seesaw
called “Arrays in
multiplication”
by writing an equation
to match each array.

Extension: Draw 3 more
problems in your book

Session 4
Specialist/Investigations
Spanish
Investigations
Refer to Seesaw
(OPTIONAL)

Session 5
(OPTIONAL)
Family
challenge

** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

See if you can
come up with a
food that
begins with
each letter of
the alphabet
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Reading
Sunshine Online
Choose a text to read and
complete the activities
that go with it.

When completing the
handwriting activity at
the end of the text,
remember to do your best
work!

Writing
Australia Post Letter
Archive
Australia Post is
collecting the letters of
Australians. These
letters are describing
what is like to live
during a Pandemic and
with restrictions.

Maths
Multiplication

Multiplication
Launch: Watch the video
on “Equal groups
multiplication song”

Watch: Australia PostDear Australia
Write a 1-page letter to
Australia Post. Tell them
about Remote Learning
and what it has been like
during this time.
Post your letter to:
Dear Australia
Locked Bag
Australia 9999
or
Keep it as a memory of
this year and how
different it has been!

Activity: Complete the
activity on Seesaw called
“Multiplication arrays”
by drawing the array to
match the multiplication
problems.

Extension: In your book,
think of 4 multiplication
problems and draw arrays
for each of them

P.E
Refer to Seesaw

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)
** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Family Game
Play a game of
charades.
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Planning Day

Planning Day

Planning Day

Planning Day

Planning Day

Spelling and Grammar

Maths- Applied

Music/Digital
Technology
Refer to Seesaw

Investigations
(OPTIONAL)

Growing
Patch Grub

** Select an
activity from
the
Investigations
matrix

Watch Mrs
Howell teach
you some
skills in the
kitchen.

Complete the Specialist
Activities provided today
on the school website!

Planning Day
.

https://www.lyndhurstps
.vic.edu.au/general-reso
urces

Reading
Complete an activity on
Lexia.

Text: Echidna
Information Report
Activity:
Reread the Echidna
Information Report.
Answer the questions on
the side of the text.
Use your important facts
to help you answer the
questions!
(Update the Seesaw
activity, ‘Echidnas’ to add
in the answers to the
questions)

Spelling:/air/
/air/ can be heard in
these trigraphs; air,
are,ere and ear.
Book Detective: Find 5
/air/ words in books
from around your house.
Write these words into
your workbook in
sentences.
Grammar:Pronouns
Watch: Pronouns video
(link in Seesaw activity)
Complete the Seesaw
activity, ‘Pronoun Sort’.
Oxford Words:
Using your 5 chosen
Oxford words and five
/air/ words from the
sound activity create a
spelling test for you and
a parent/sibling to do.
First, test your
parents/siblings, then
they will test you.

Chance
Chance is the likelihood of
something happening.
Launch: Look at the first
slide in Seesaw. Read the
language used when talking
about chance.

https://www.y
outube.com/wa
tch?v=rIw5u6
X4H6w
Activity: Complete the
activity by answering the
questions
using the correct
vocabulary.
Then complete the second
activity by moving the
picture to the correct
heading.

https://www.y
outube.com/wa
tch?v=a6ruawjl
m-c

Take a photo of your
test with the results on
Seesaw
Choose 5 new words you
want to practise from
the Oxford word list.
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Zoom Meeting
10.00 am

Footy Colours Day

Extension: Write three
more things in your book,
and the
likelihood that they will
happen.

Footy Colours Day

Footy Colours Day

Footy Colours
Day

School finishes
at 2:30pm.
Enjoy your
holidays!

Footy Colours Day
Students will complete
various football themed
activities throughout the
day.

Optional Extra Activities:
Reading

Read to Self or Someone in your family
Lexia: Practise your phonics and further literacy for 20 minutes.
Expanding Vocabulary: Continue your glossary in your book and find new and interesting words and their definitions.

Writing

Diagrams- Make a diagram for an animal of your choice.
Practise handwriting. Work through the alphabet from A-Z, upper and lower case. Example. Aa, Bb, Cc.
Fast facts: Try to write as many facts about animals, school, or sport that you know.

Spelling/Grammar

Write your spelling words in rainbow colors
Online spelling activities. Watch and do some of the activities on this website: https://www.spellzone.com/unit11/page1.cfm

Maths

Fractions: Find fractions around the house and backyard.
Make a fraction in your dinner.
Capacity: Compare the water bottles of your family, whose bottle would hold the most water and whose would hold the least amount
of water?

